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The future of humanity, life and business
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We’re at the pivot point: humanity will change more 
in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years

Now 
1 2 4  8 16 32 64 128



Our world is being rapidly hyper-connected, digitised, datafied, cognified and automated 
Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformication 
Virtualization 
Robotization



Quantum computing: 

1 Million x 
the power & 
speed of the 

fastest computer 
available today

DWave quantum computer (Google / NASA)



The way we’ll see the world is dramatically changing 



The way we use and relate to machines is rapidly changing 





From apps to global brains aka digital assistants



Technology is morally neutral until we apply it



Helpful? Lazy? Addictive? De-skilling?



Machines as ‘friends’ ?



Seriously  
tempting?



The Google Assistant via Youtube



https://blog.kaspersky.com/google-allo-privacy/13038/



? Omniscience | Omnipotence | Omnipresence ? 



? Omniscience | Omnipotence | Omnipresence ? 



Technology is not what we seek but how we seek 



Years not decades



Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence



Machines don’t learn | think | understand | exist like we do



Cognition is embodied: we think with the body not the brain



Increasingly, the future is not just an extension of the present



Welcome to a tsunami of transformation: learn from those before you!



“Continuing to imagine our future in a linear way will probably lead to catastrophically flawed 
assumptions about the scale, speed, and potential impacts of change” (from ‘Technology vs Humanity’)





‘Tesla Moments’ everywhere: new, digitally-native ecosystems win



The key to future success: providing experiences 



Mercedes Benz Vans Drone Delivery

Paid on outcome: staging experiences (Mercedes Benz Vans)



How many consumers would buy cars from a tech company?

Source: Statista

Data is the new oil, intelligence is the new petrol



If data is indeed the new oil we should probably start regulating it



via FT.comBeware of dataism

http://ft.com


Reminder: your customer is not an algorithm!



“We are going from mobile first to AI first. Computing will be universally available, it will be 
everywhere in the context of the user’s daily life. People will be able to interact with it naturally and 
seamlessly than ever before. And above all else, it will be intelligent” Sundar Pinchai, CEO Google



Soon, we must start asking WHY and WHO not IF or HOW

Image via WSJ.com



The age of digital ethics is here: what do you stand for? 



Don’t use your amazing technologies to ‘cheat the world’



Digital transformation: put human flourishing into the center !The digital transformation of society: put human flourishing into the center !



Technology

Humanity Organization

Technology

Humanity Organization

To really succeed in a digital world, we must take a holistic view

(was) (will be)



What should (not) be automated?  That which makes you/your business human



We cannot (should not) automate: 
Trust 
Emotional Intelligence 
Context 
Meaning 
Relevance 
Purpose 
Relationships 
i.e. Androrithms



Move beyond routine. Be extraordinarily human.



Harness the exponential powers of technology, algorithms 
and machines - keep the power of human purpose



The future of business and commerce



“The future belongs to those who can unlearn  
  and relearn” (Alvin Toffler)
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Thanks for your kind attention! 
Download these slides at www.futuristgerd.com 
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